In vitro cultures of human pancreatic stem cells: gene and protein expression of designated markers varies with passage.
Adult stem cells may possess great plasticity, but the cellular mechanisms regulating their fate are not fully understood. Prior to application of stem cell populations in regenerative medicine, major challenges remain to be overcome. Fundamental questions about in vitro growth and spontaneous differentiation of adult stem cell populations must be resolved. In this study, we comprehensively characterized a stem cell population derived from human pancreatic tissue by analyzing mRNA and protein expression in consecutive passages. We examined transcription and protein expression levels of markers related to stem cells or differentiated cells, respectively, as well as the growth rate of a primary human pancreatic stem cell population. In particular, the course of spontaneous mRNA and protein expression of the genes for alpha-smooth muscle actin (alpha-SMA), neurofilaments (NF), cytokeratin 18 (CK18) and nestin was examined during 11 passages by means of RT-PCR and immunocytochemistry. The cell population showed exponential growth over 10 of the 11 examined passages. Both the spontaneous expression of stem cell-related mRNA and protein as well as the characteristics of spontaneous differentiation were variable. Changes in mRNA and protein expression showed no direct correlation. These results demonstrate the unpredictable behaviour of spontaneously differentiating stem cells, being influenced by numerous, barely traceable extrinsic factors. Characterization studies of stem cell populations therefore require improved analysis techniques together with strictly controlled cell cultivation conditions to improve global gene and protein expression analyses.